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MaxKare Household Trash Can With Lid Creative Large High-End Trash Can

   72 sold in past month
MaxKare One-button spring cover, button groove, convenient opening and closing 
 
Rounded corners, beautiful curves, stylish and beautiful, garbage bags are not easy to slip off 
 
A perfect small space, suitable for use in bathrooms, offices or places with limited space. 
 
Stylish design, convenient and practical, beautiful appearance 
 
High-quality materials, safe and hygienic, thick design, strong and durable

Price: $ 22.99

Quantity:    

BUY NOW ADD TO CART

1 

Review list

Morgen W.      2020-10-17 22:43:24

Nice size, good looking dustbin. I use it for hamper!!! Awesome seller, XJ Direct. Replaced first one, damaged by FedEx, two days after report!!!!!

Helen Gertrude      2019-12-27 10:50:48

I needed a trashcan that would fit under my island without the lid snacking into the countertop. This is smaller than what I wanted but fits well. That's where the positive review ends. Its light, so light that when you step on the pedal it slides across the floor. It shows every fingerprint, spot,
smudge and requires stainless steel cleaner for it to look good. Every single time its touched. For $50 I'd expect more and had I not tossed the box it would have gone back.

L. Harnois      2019-09-28 11:13:08

This trash can is very high quality! It’s very stable considering the amount of trash it holds. The lid, as well, closes tightly on the trash can. It’s not one of those typical flimsy ones on most others. Lastly, the trash can has a separate bin that makes it easy to clean if needed. Overall, it’s a very
nice investment.

Persona      2020-07-08 22:53:40

First, I would like to note that both of the bins I ordered arrived at the same time, were delivered nicely, and arrived quickly-much earlier than the earliest proposed delivery date, which made me very happy. I tested the bins as soon as I got home from work, and here is my review. TL;DR:
Excellent bins; worth the price unless you have rowdy kids. I first noticed that the bins were easy to mark with fingerprints which smudged on touch. However, the second I used a damp hand cloth on them, the marks were gone, so they are easy to maintain. One of my main concerns with
this type of bin was how difficult it would be to take the inner bin out from the outer bin, especially when full. I put on a bag, fit it properly, then put a full gallon of milk on the bottom (it went back in the fridge right afterwards!) to simulate a full bin. I had to tilt the bin towards me slightly, as it will
catch on the lid if lifted straight up, but I did not have to hassle with the lid at all once I did. The handles were easy to grab, even with the bag on. Putting it back in is easy as well as long as you orient which side has the semi-circle in the back before putting the bag on. My next concern was
how loud the top would sound if I let it slam down, especially without a bag or when I just pulled the inner bin out. This bin closes slowly, so there is no loud slam! 98/100 times the lid closed all the way, and the other two times it closed to the bottom of the lid. It never stayed propped open.
Next was how loud the inner bin was coming out of the outer bin. This, unfortunately, is a little louder as the top lip of the inner bin passes the lid, but it shouldn't irritate anyone unless everything is silent. My last concern was fit. Does it fit as intended? While I haven't measured the
dimensions, yes, its oval design is as sleek as one would hope, and the bag does indeed fit nicely inside the inner bin, so you won't have to see the ugly bag overhang. Overall, I give it a full five stars. Is it perfect? No. Is it worth the price? Absolutely. It is a quality garbage bin that greatly
improves the kitchen (or an office or bathroom, should you desire) by getting rid of the pains of a cheap flip-top lid and allowing you the comfort of having your bin on display. No more sacrificing that closet or cabinet space to hide the ugly necessity, and no more worrying about the flip top lid
popping off. Let me end on a quick list of cons, to possibly cover other people's concerns: It can be noisy if you have kids running around the kitchen banging into things, the inner bin would be easy to scratch and the outer bin would be easy to dent if rough with it, the outer bin has no
bottom but it does have a metal bar to support the inner bin solidly, and if the inner bin is put in backwards it will not close all the way (though it is easy to tell which way is which before the bag is on). Definitely intended for indoors and not the best for rowdy homes, but absolutely a solid
purchase to me.

Amazon Customer      2019-07-09 14:59:37

It is a very well made garbage can but a little light and easy to slid on the tile floor until some weight is in the can. Will install some friction dots on the garbage can base and see if it improves the "floor stick".
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Diane Lyons      2021-01-02 12:07:04

The 8 gallon size is perfect for trash of two people in our home. (Lots of recycling here so not a lot of trash.) I wanted a dark color interior lid to hide what a stainless steel lid shows. The black matte works great for that! Container stays in place when you open the lid with step. It's not as thick
and heavy as the more expensive brands but I'm happy with the quality for the price. Can't go wrong with the black.

Gary Linn      2020-08-24 11:38:04

I have waited a year before writing anything. Trash cans in the kitchen can be tricky. this one has held up and the top closes slowly and I take the trash out every day so the kitchen does not smell. It has really worked out. I would highly recommend this

Cristina Espinoza      2019-12-14 12:02:11

It looks great and it has the right amount of space for us. Easy to clean. Lever to open works well. This model does not have motion detection. Not sure about lock......we don't need it so have not looked to see if it has it.

Sherri      2020-09-26 17:10:32

I bought it for our RV and it is the perfect size and fit for where I wanted to use it. It seems sturdy and I like that the lid closes slowly not slams down

Annie      2020-09-10 19:40:48

Sleek, very nice trash can, looks great in the kitchen. Great customer service as well.


